This paper presents an attempt to characterize synchronous stream functions within the framework of co-iteration and to use this characterization in building a compiler for (higher order and recursive) synchronous data-ow programs. First length-preserving functions are considered and we show that streams equipped with such functions form a Cartesian-closed category. Then this point of view is extended toward non length-preserving ones and we stress the use of \empty" values in handling this case. Finally, the implementation we did of this material in a synchronous stream package built on top of an ML-like language is brie y described. 
Its interest lies in the fact that it makes possible to handle in nite data types like streams in a strict and e cient way, instead of having to deal with them in a lazy way. This is why it is (implicitly) widely applied in synchronous data-ow compilers like the Lustre one 6] . In this framework, higher order can be useful, e.g. for modular compiling and reasoning and for handling dynamic (recon gurable) data-ow by means of recursion. However, as we shall see later, higher order co-iteration can be quite complex. Some simpli cation can be brought here by noticing that, in many cases, we do not need general higherorder functions, but some particular ones which we call synchronous, and which can be characterized as those functions whose evaluation at a given step does not require knowing their argument's transition function, but only the value yielded by the argument at that step.
Paper content
In this paper we intend to provide a formal de nition of this concept of synchronous stream functions and to explore its use in compiling (higher order and recursive) stream programs. This will be done as follows.
-We rst consider length-preserving stream functions, over which we de ne a useful set of combinators for abstraction, application and recursion (section 3). In particular, streams equipped with such functions form a Cartesian-closed category.
-This set of length-preserving functions is quite poor | for instance it does not allow for the de nition of lter functions. We extend this synchronous framework to non lengthpreserving functions (section 4). This calls for means of statically detecting synchronous functions, referred to as a "clock calculus" (section 5).
-Then we describe how we implemented this work in our synchronous stream package built on top of "Caml Light" 11] (section 6).
Related issues 1.2.1 Synchrony and reactive systems
The concept of synchrony has emerged quite naturally from the eld of so-called "reactive systems " 7] as a way of characterizing parallel processes progressing in a locked-step mode 13] . Its extension toward a stream-based framework can be motivated in two ways:
-reactive systems exhibit in nite behaviors that are best taken into account by notions of co-algebra and co-inductive types 9]. Yet it does not seem that the idea of synchronous function has been identi ed there; -data-ow (i.e. stream) programming has been recognized for long as an important part of general synchronous programming, as exempli ed with the languages Lustre 6] and Signal 2] . But none of these languages encompass notions of higher order.
Synchrony and deforestation
Furthermore, the idea of synchronous stream programming has been recently 5] linked to the ones of \listlessness" and \deforestation" 18, 19], which have, in turn, been extensively studied for a while 17]. Yet, the study of higher-order deforestation still remains in its infancy.
Previous works
In a previous work 5] we had the same goal as in this paper, i.e. to provide functional extensions of synchronous stream programming languages but we mainly founded this extension on a so-called \synchronous operational" semantics based on \SOS" rules far less practical than the combinator approach proposed here. As a by-product, the compiling method proposed at that time was also far less clear than it is by now. However, this paper can be seen as providing some rmer basis to the previous one as well as continuing it. Furthermore, the approach proposed here may be expected to be useful in other related elds such as veri cation and proof. Thanks to co-iteration, the previous examples can be translated (compiled) into 2 :
co_plus (Co tx ix) (Co ty iy)= Co (\(sx,sy)->let (vx, sx') = tx sx (vy, sy') = ty sy in ((vx + vy), (sx',sy')) ) (ix,iy) co_even (Co tx ix) = Co (\sx->let (vx1, sx1) = tx sx (vx2, sx2) = tx sx1 in (vx2, sx2) ) ix Such concrete streams can be related to the initial ones thanks to the run function which unfolds them: run (Co tx sx) = let (vx, sx') = tx sx in vx : (run (Co tx sx'))
Remarks: Two concrete streams having the same runs are called bisimilar. Bisimulation is an equivalence relation and we shall not distinguish it from equality. In a co-algebraic framework 9], the run function is the unique homomorphism relating the co-algebra tx : s -> F t s to the terminal co-algebra of streams hd,tl : t N -> F t t N with the usual de nitions:
such that the following diagram commutes:
Stream functions
As we said above, higher order co-iteration can be quite complex. In general, the de nition of a function from streams to streams needs de ning an object of type:
or, isomorphically:
For instance, the even function de ned above is isomorphic to the pair of functions teven, seven de ned as: teven tx sx = (\sx ->let (vx1, sx1) = tx sx (vx2, sx2) = tx sx1 in (vx2, sx2) ) seven tx sx = sx such that co_even1 (Co tx sx) = Co (teven tx sx) (seven tx sx)
Synchronous stream functions
In many cases, this is unnecessarily complex. Most functions of interest like pre and plus are synchronous in the sense that their evaluation at a given step does not require knowing their argument's transition function, but only the value yielded by the argument at that step.
Such simpler functions would require de ning objects of type:
For instance, the pre v function can be re-de ned thanks to tpre:
tpre vx sx = (sx, vx)
as:
However these objects can possess their own state and be themselves dynamical systems. Thus they can be associated to objects of type:
Synchronous functions from streams to streams can now be viewed as streams, allowing the extension of the synchronous point of view to any order.
3 Length-preserving functions
Examples
Typical examples of length-preserving functions are the plus and pre functions. More generally, many such functions can be generated from this pre function as well as usual map functions. These map functions can in turn be generated from the two following ones: the const function which transforms an arbitrary argument into an in nite constant sequence: fby has an internal state used to distinguish between the rst instant and the others. This state is initialized with the special state value Nil.
Remark: It may seem strange that, in this de nition, the two input streams are continuously unfold, though, after the rst instant, only the second one is needed. The reason for doing this will appear in the next section. In practice, compiler optimization can easily get rid of such useless computations.
Synchronous application
A striking fact about these examples is that, in each of them, the transition function of the argument is applied once and only once in the transition function of the result (this is why we call them length-preserving). In other words, it su ces to compute one item of the input to get one item of the output. It is then tempting to set apart this application by using a general application combinator:
co_apply (Co tf sf) (Co te se) = Co (\(st,sf,se) -> let (vf, sf') = tf sf (ve, se') = te se (v, st') = vf ve st in (v, (st',sf',se')) ) (Nil,sf,se) The proof is given in appendix.
Synchronous abstraction
This calls for a converse synchronous abstraction. The idea in building it is that the transition function of the result depends only on the current value of the incoming stream. This allows us to abstract every possible incoming stream to a constant stream having this value v:
As we can see, this illustrates the role played by the initial Nil state of the application: the argument function f is applied to a constant stream (const v) in order to get the transition function (t) and the initial state (i) of f. It the function is applied for the rst time, the transition function (t) is applied to its initial state (i). Otherwise, it is applied to the current state of the application (s).
Clearly, this synchronous abstraction does not hold when its argument is not indeed synchronous. Now we wish to prove the correctness of the abstraction whenever its argument is synchronous, i.e. an image of co_apply.
Theorem 2 (Abstraction correctness) For any f' we have:
The proof can be found in appendix. As a consequence, streams equipped with synchronous morphisms form a category closed with respect to abstraction and application.
Recursion
Recursion is an important issue in stream processing, for instance when designing feedback control systems and circuits. As an example, the stream of natural numbers can be de ned as: nat = pre 0 (plus nat (const 1))
Can we get rid of recursion in this de nition? Surely we can, since it can be compiled as:
But this calls for the question: is there a non-recursive combinator achieving this compilation for synchronous functions? The answer is only partial:
Remembering that in Haskell let constructs are recursive, we can notice here that the only recursively de ned variable is ve, the value component of the transition function. Two cases can happen:
we deal with a 0-order expression: then either the rst element of the pair vf ve se depends on ve and we have an unbounded recursion | the program contains a causality loop |, or it does not and the evaluation succeeds. This means that indeed the recursive evaluation of the pair ve,se' can be split into two non recursive ones. This case appears, for example, when every stream recursion appears on the right of a pre or fby. As we shall see later the compiler takes advantage of this in order to produce non recursive code like the co-iterative nat expression given above. the expression is of higher order and its boundedness depends on semantic conditions to be checked in each case.
Thus our goal of turning recursive stream de nitions into non recursive ones is partially achieved provided we prove that our co_rec combinator implements recursion correctly: Theorem 3 (Recursion correctness) For any f we have:
The proof is left in appendix.
Products
We consider products of streams. One can associate a co-iterative process to any pair of streams with the following de nition:
Thus, a pair of streams can be identi ed with a stream of pairs: streams equipped with synchronous morphisms form a Cartesian closed category.
Non length-preserving stream functions
An obstacle for viewing even-like functions as synchronous lies in the fact that the destructor function of the input hd,tl has to be applied twice in the transition function of the result. This would also be the case of lter-like functions like when de ned as:
(x:xs)`when`(True:cs) = x : (xs`when`cs) (x:xs)`when`(False:cs) = xs`when`cs An obvious idea to overcome the problem and turn these functions into synchronous ones would be to consider the functor: data F t s = P t s | S s where P stands for "present" and S for "silent ", a silent process being one which only updates its state without ouputing values. Then a transition function for even could be:
co_even2 (Co tx ix) = Co (\(e,sx)-> case tx sx of S sx' -> S (e, sx') P vx sx' -> if e then P vx (False,sx') else S (True,sx') ) (True,ix) where e is a boolean state condition telling whether the current step is an even one or not.
However, the question is now: does this functor still de ne streams? An answer to this question is as follows:
4.1 The co-algebra of clocked streams Note that clocks are just ordinary streams, i.e. without e elements.
Yet this result shows also that we can as well assimilate clocked streams with ordinary streams with \empty" values 3 . This allows us to easily reuse our results of section 3. We thus will adopt this point of view in the sequel, by taking: As an extension of the previous work done with Lustre 6] and to be consistent with deforestation, we choose the third solution and write:
under the condition that the clocks of the two arguments are the same. Otherwise, the program should raise an execution error (a pattern-matching failure). In order to avoid such errors, we shall associate some static rules in a system named a clock calculus. These rules play a critical role in the de nition of our set of data-ow primitives but to make the presentation clearer, their de nition will be given in the next section.
Primitive functions
Besides the extend function, we propose the following set of primitives:
-pre We can wonder whether the previous de nition for pre extends naturally for programs which do not preserve length. Indeed, we could simply write:
copre v (Co e ie) = Co (\(pre,se) ->case e se of (E, se') -> (E, (pre,se')) (V v , se') -> (V pre , (v,se')) )(v,ie) leads to a deadlock (the system's answer is Control stack overflow). This is due to the fact that the input of pre is connected to the output and pre emits a value i its input emits a value. This deadlock can be eliminated by adding an extra argument | an input clock | to pre controlling the production. The new de nition becomes: co_pre v (Co e ie) (Co cl icl) = Co (\(pre,se,scl) -> case cl scl of (False, scl') -> (E, (let (E, se') = e se in (pre,se',scl'))) (True, scl') -> (V pre, (let (V v, se') = e se in (v,se',scl'))) )(v,ie,icl) This time, programs are deadlock free provided recursions appear on the right of a pre. The use of this new pre instead of the previous one is satisfactory if it is possible to built a system to infer the clock. This will be considered later.
-const This operator is polymorphic in the sense that it may produce or not depending on its environment. For this reason, const should have an extra argument giving its clock. The co-iterative de nition for const is: As before, this de nition is correct provided the two arguments have the same clock.
-when: The co-iterative de nition for the lter is as follows, assuming its two arguments share the same clock:
(Co tx ix)`co_when`(Co tc ic) = Co (\(sx,sc)-> case (tx sx ,(tc sc)) of ((E, sx'),(E, sc')) -> (E, (sx',sc')) ((V vx, sx'),(V True, sc')) -> (V vx, (sx',sc')) ((V vx, sx'),(V False, sc')) -> (E, (sx',sc')) ) (ix,ic)
The clock of the result depends on the boolean condition. If the clock of the two arguments is (Co tcl scl), we say that the clock of the result is (Co tcl scl) on (Co tc sc) with the following de nition for on.
(Co tcl icl)`on`(Co tc ic) = Co (\(scl,sc)-> case tcl scl of (False, scl')-> let (E, sc') = tc sc in (False, (scl',sc')) (True, scl') -> let (V vc, sc') = tc sc in (vc, (scl',sc')) ) (icl,ic) Note that, according to the de nition, a clock is an ordinary stream which has no \silent" move.
-merge: The converse of when whose abstract de nition is: merge (False:cs) xs (y:ys) = y : (merge cs xs ys) merge (True :cs) (x:xs) ys = x : (merge cs xs ys) and whose co-iterative one is:
co_merge (Co tc ic) (Co tx ix) (Co ty iy) = Co (\ (sc,sx,sy) -> case (tc sc, tx sx, ty sy) of ((E, sc'),(E, sx'),(E, sy')) -> (E, (sc',sx',sy')) ((V True, sc'),((V vx), sx'),(E, sy')) -> (V vx, (sc',sx',sy')) ((V False, sc'),(E, sx'),(V vy, sy')) -> (V vy, (sc',sx',sy')) ) (ic,ix,iy)
This de nition does not raise any execution error if the true branch produces a value when the false branch produces no value and the condition is true, and conversely, the true branch does not produce any value when the false branch produces its value and the condition is false. The de nitions for application, abstraction and recursion remain unchanged. where c is the clock of const and pre. This clock can be set to the base clock const True. Nonetheless, it then becomes impossible to use the function f in its two distinct contexts unless f is rst inlined. f becomes polymorphic by considering c as a free variable which is abstracted in f and then instanciated with its actual clock at the application point. These transformations correspond exactly to classical generalisation and instanciation steps in type-inference systems. The code of f is transformed into: f = \c x -> let nat = pre 0 (nat + (const 1 c)) c in nat + x and the program using f is translated into:
Introducing and instanciating clock variables
(f cl1 e1) + (merge c (f (cl1 on c) (e1 when c)) (const 2 cl1)) if cl1 is the clock of e1. Finally, by interpreting classical stream operators, application, abstraction and recursion in their co-iterative versions, we obtain the transition function of the whole program in a very modular way.
Inferring the clock
The idea of the clock calculus is to provide statically checkable conditions allowing an expression to be synchronously evaluated. The version presented here is a generalization of the ones presented in 6], in the sense that it infers the clock, uses uni cation instead of x-points and has polymorphic clocks. Moreover, it is extended to full functionality. This system is similar to the one presented in 5].
De nition 3 (Clock calculus) The goal of the clock calculus is to assert the judgment :
H`e : cl meaning that \expression e has clock cl in the environment H". An environment H is a list of assumptions on the clocks of free variables of e: H ::= x 0 : cl 0 ; :::; x n : cl n ] A clock cl is either a clock variable , a sub-clock of a clock, cl on e monitored by some boolean stream expression e, a product of clocks or a clock function. Clock expressions are decomposed into clock schemes ( ) and clock instances (cl). 
Compiling issues
The compiling principle is to transform any stream program into its co-iterative process by replacing every construction in the program by its co-iterative de nition.
In this section, we brie y present the method that has been implemented for an experimental language named Lucid Synchrone 5 . The tool can be accessed at http://cadillac.ibp.fr/ pouzet.
This implementation (about 7000 lines of Caml Light 11] code) takes as input, a Caml Light program 6 with synchronous data-ow primitives but without type de nitions nor imperative features and produces for every function de nition, its corresponding transition function. These transition functions are valid Caml Light (or Objective Caml) programs.
The implemented language is more ambitious than the kernel presented here in the sense that it allows the de nition of mutually recursive expressions (streams or functions) and has tuple-patterns. Moreover, a simple preprocessor allows to extend implicitly classical scalar primitives and constants to streams. For example, the stream constant const 1 is simply written 1 and extend (extend (const (+)) x) y is simply written x+y.
The compilation is composed of several steps that are discussed below.
Type inference, clock calculus and causality analysis
The program is rst typed using a classical typing inference. There is no special treatment in this step: the system gives the same types as Haskell (or any other 5 Name built from the Lucid language 1] and from the French word synchrone. 6 Note that at this point we move to a Caml Light syntax A causality analysis is done on the program. It checks that every recursive use of a stream appear on the right of a pre or a fby.
Production of co-iterative code and scheduling
After the clock computation, the compiler produces a Caml-light program containing a transition function for every de nition in the source program. This compilation is syntax directed. In the current implementation, the transition function is a pure ML program where new states are returned by the transition function. 
Co-iterative code
The compilation method is obtained from the semantics of length preserving functions, adding two optimizations coming from the following observations:
In the Co tx sx structure, the tx function has type s -> t * s and sx has type s. Thus, tx can be decomposed into an argument sig of type s and an expression let def in (v,st) such that f = \sig. let def in (v,st) The sequence def is used by both the value (v) and the state part (st) of the result of tx. The interest of this representation is that it is preserved by composition. It makes it possible to optimize the produced code by avoiding all useless intermediate function applications which appear in the de nition of co-iterative combinators.
The abstraction combinator is an optimized version of the one we have presented since names are known at compile-time. This combinator new_co_lambda x e is semantically equivalent to co_lambda (\x -> e). The same principle is applied to the x-point combinator.
The representation of empty values and non-empty ones in the transition function is useless since every primitive knows (with the clock) if an argument is present or not. It allows to eliminate the pattern matchings testing whether a value is present or not. Thus, we consider that an expression always produce a value but state modi cations | in fby and pre | become e ective only when the value is present (the clock is true). These two primitives are the only one to take their clock as input. Thus, the const generator always produce a scalar value as well as e when c which acts exactly as the expression e.
States are attened to be represented as tuples (vectors or records). This is obtained by applying a special combination between states. s 1 s 2 is the composition of two states (instead of the pair (s 1 ; s 2 ) ). The attening is obtained by applying rules like:: (e 1 ; :::; e n ) (e n+1 ; :::; e k ) = (e 1 ; :::; e k ) These tuples can be represented with records. This representation will make it possible to do state modi cations \in-place".
Scheduling and causality loops
Recursive de nitions (possibly mutual) of synchronous streams are transformed into non recursive ones. This is done by de ning a mutual combinator let_rec doing some scheduling between de nitions and uses. For example, with the simple recursion: let rec nat = pre 0 (nat+1) the compiler rst produces something like:
Co (\pre->(pre,nat+1)) 0 for the body pre 0 (nat+1), then it produces:
Co (\pre -> (let rec nat,s = pre,nat+1)) 0 which is then transformed by a scheduling step into the non recursive program:
Co (\pre -> (let nat = pre in (pre,nat+1))) 0
Mutually recursive de nitions are treated in the same way by nding a sequential order between computations that satis es the def-use chains. Such an ordering is impossible in case of causality loop like in:
since the compiler cannot eliminate recursion. Other examples can be found at the Web site given above.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a characterization of synchrony in terms of co-iteration and we hope to have illustrated its use in building a (higher-order and recursive) stream function package on top of a ML-like language.
This language is very young and many problems still have to be solved. In particular, synchronous data-ow networks with dynamical (recursive) process creation (like the celebrated Eratosthenes sieve) are not yet fully taken into account in the compiler, though many elements for handling it correctly have already been provided (it remains to nd convenient rules for avoiding the creation of an in nite number of useless recursive processes). Also, an exact characterization of reactive stream programs (i.e. bounded memory and reaction time ones) is still lacking (it requires characterizing tail-recursive dynamical networks).
Otherwise it may be expected that this theory of synchrony be useful in other domains; for instance most stream functions already considered when applying theorem proving to streams 14, 16] are indeed synchronous and the set of combinators proposed here may be useful in handling modular proofs and systematic translations from streams to prover languages. It may also be expected that it be usefully applied to other in nite data types, like trees.
Finally, another interest could be to contribute in bridging the gap between general purpose functional programming and reactive programming, by showing that the latter is just a particular case of the former. reset (Co f fi) (Co c ci) (Co x xi) = Co (\ (r,fs,cs,xs)->let (vf, fs') = f fs (vc, cs') = c cs (vx, xs') = x xs in if vc then let (vf', r') = vf vx Nil in (vf', (r',fs',cs',xs')) else let (vf', r') = vf vx r in (vf', (r',fs',cs',xs')) ) (Nil,fi,ci,xi) 
A.2 Abstract data types
Another language extension, which can be forecast, concerns abstract data types. Abstract data types raise no problems at the scalar level; given a type de nition: The two rst components of the state are stuck to Nil and can be withdrawn, yielding the announced result.
ii) Let us de ne: compose (Co tf' sf') (Co tf sf) = Co \(sf',sf)-> (\ve sf'fe -> let vf', sf''' = tf' sf' vf, sf'' = tf sf (sfe, sf'e) = case sf'fe of Nil -> Nil,Nil St (sfe,sf'e) -> sfe, sf'e vfe, sfe' = vf ve sfe vf'fe, sf'e' = vf' vfe sf'e in vf'fe, (St (sfe', sf'e'))), (sf'',sf''') (sf, sf ') on the one hand, we have:
co_apply (Co tf' sf') (co_apply (Co tf sf) (Co te se)) = Co \(sf'e,sf',(sfe,sf,se)) -> let vf', sf''' = tf' sf' vf, sf'' = tf sf ve, se' = te se vfe, sfe' = vf ve sfe vf'fe, sf'e' = vf' vfe sf'e in vf'fe, (sf'e',sf''',(sfe',sf'',se')) (Nil,sf',(Nil,sf,se))
On the other hand we have: co_apply (compose (Co tf' sf') (Co tf sf)) (Co te se)) = Co \(sf'fe,(sf',sf),se) -> let vf', sf''' = tf' sf' vf, sf'' = tf sf ve, se' = te se sfe, sf'e = case sf'fe of Nil -> Nil,Nil St (sfe,sf'e) -> sfe, sf'e vfe, sfe' = vf ve sfe vf'fe, sf'e' = vf' vfe sf'e in vf'fe, ((St (sfe', sf'e')), (sf'',sf'''),se') (Nil,(sf',sf), se)) co_apply (Co tf sf) (co_rec (Co tf sf)) = Co \(sfe,sf,(se, sf1)) -> let vf, sf' = tf sf vf1, sf1' = tf sf1 ve, se' = vf1 ve se vfe, sfe' = vf ve sfe in vfe, (sfe',sf', (se', sf1')) (Nil,sf,(Nil,sf)) it is then easy to prove that sfe' = se' and sf' = sf1' is an invariant as it is true initially and sfe= se and sf = sf1 implies sfe'= se' and sf'= sf1' Thus the system simpli es to:
co_apply (Co tf sf) (co_rec (Co tf sf)) = Co \(se,sf) -> let vf, sf' = tf sf ve, se' = vf ve se in ve, (se',sf') (Nil,sf) which is the announced result.
